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Librarians as 
Researchers and Academics
What do I mean by this?
True Interdisciplinarity
Library / Scholarly Community
Relationship
Discrete Silos vs. 
Parts of  a whole?
My case: 
Parts of  a larger whole
With very fluid boundaries
Ramifications
An idea (not TRUTH)
American Library Association

Libraries Transform?
Proposal for a starting place
Librarians Transform!
Change starting with us…
One of  many ways
David Ehrensperger
/Air’ – ents – pur – gur/
Scholarly Communication and 
Research Librarian
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Prescott, AZ
BS Secondary Education
UIUC 1989/1990 (Emphasis: History, Political Science)
MS in LIS
UIUC 1996
IT - Graceland
College/University
2000/2001
MA Philosophy
Colorado State University
2006
Also
Musician/Singer
(Saxophone, Barbershop Lead, Conga)
Hear/Feel Dissonance
Thinking differently
Noticing/Feeling 
disconnects
My perspective
Being differently
From Plato
Appearance vs. Reality
(Important as I reach my conclusion)
Librarian vs. Academic
Librarian’s 
View of  the World

or

An Academic’s 
View of  the World

Classification vs. Relationship
Result

Feels much different
Article
Friends vs. Classmates
MRI
LA Times Article / Nature Commmunications
Brain scans reveal that friends 
really are on the same wavelength
Karen Kaplan 
Los Angeles Times – Science Section - Jan. 30, 2018
Similar neural responses 
predict friendship
Nature Communications (2018) 9:332, pp. 1-14
Friends vs. Classmates
More similarities 
Trust & Comfort
Co-workers vs. Partners
Epiphany
(Explained my experience, well)
Departmental Liaisons - Dilemma
Faculty only trust 
librarians so far.
Why?
MRI
One starting place to start 
getting past this?
Faculty Learning 
Community
Center for Teaching and 
Learning Excellence
Doing research together
Personal Examples
(CTLE)
2016-2017

2017-2018

ALA Member Digest for 
Monday December 31, 2018
Role of  librarians in 
faculty learning community
Abid Hussain, Pakistan Observer
December 30, 2018
(https://tinyurl.com/y84n4jmh)
Transform institutions 
of  higher education into 
learning organizations
A good start
But still discrete entities
• “As a community builder, the librarian should also 
participate in the FLC activities in order to 
encourage them to various library services to 
explore opportunities for collaborative teaching 
and research projects.” - Hussain
Librarians vs. Faculty
Going further while 
remaining librarians
Possible next steps
• Additional CTLE (and other) research activities
• Making a habit of  reading professional literature…meteorological literature, for 
example.
• Take classes and/or attend conferences (like ASLI)
• Get another degree
Avoid selling library 
services to faculty
Supports us/them 
mentality
Appearance that we 
librarians have faculty 
best interests in mind
But what do we 
emphasize?
ACRL Framework
Scaffolding
What we do
Not discipline specific
Being faculty/researchers as 
well as librarians
Use librarian-ese, but
But value what faculty value
Reality  Integrity
(Don’t fake it!  There is no faking it!)
MRI will not lie
Or let you ‘bridge a gap’
Approach faculty as 
faculty/researcher
Do what faculty do as 
faculty do it
Would Require Resources (Part or Full)
• Administrative buy-in
• Time
• Money
• Desire of  librarian
Probably wouldn’t be 
easy
But remember
Change starts with us…
One path toward 
participating in the 
scholarly conversation.
Questions?
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The end?
